Editors' speak
Greeting to the readers!
The month of September flew past before we
could blink our eyes.
First and foremost, the teacher's day
celebrations blew our breaths. Senior students
were seen trying to a ct teacher-like by taking
control over the entire agenda of the celebration
and managing the younger kids. W h a t a sigh of
relief we felt on seeing the smile on teacher's
face after our performances! Honestly every
senior would've realised the challenges and
commitments that every teacher faces each day
into their work in moulding kids.
W e celebrated the festival of Onam amidst
celebrated fanfare and unlimited gala. The
flowers were arranged and patterned to look like
a Kathakali dancer and what a stunning feast to
the eyes it was!

Even before the after taste of Onam could linger
behind, we were looking a t the "Bommai Golu"the festive display of dolls ranging from the gods
to laymen, from parks to animals. The assembly
program during Navaratri, shed light on the
various customs and traditions followed on a
course of nine days in North and South India
alike.
This edition of our newsletter is tailored to
emphasis on importance of art in our lives and in
every school's curriculum.
Well waiting for what October has in store for all
of us!

Cheers!
Editorial board

Letter from Principal's desk
Greetings!
Happy Teachers’ Day!
As I was preparing for my classes, my heart was
pondering on amount of effort invested by my teachers in
planning and executing their plan in the classrooms.
Teaching is not restricted with transfer of knowledge. I
earnestly felt the need to credit our teachers who ignite
the fire of learning in the mind that is yearning for
knowledge. As said by someone "Teachers don't create
an impact for a year, but for a lifetime." A teacher can
make a lasting impression on your mind. This influence
persists beyond school, college and university, and
becomes the beacon of light, guiding us through the
journey of life.
When I think of the term ‘Teacher’, I remember my
teachers who toiled so hard to mould me, stood by me in
tough times. Their smiles served as a light of my never
ending struggles, their words as pillars of motivation.
Today I feel happy that time has blessed me with an
opportunity of pursuing my passion. I feel teaching is not
a course that is restricted to the certificates and any
official document that proclaims the eligibility.

Teaching is just the passion which enables one to fish out the
hidden identity of every individual, extract the nectar of
goodness from young minds. The best gift a teacher can ever
receive is to see their student flourish. As the quote goes
“In our classroom….
We are kind…
We are honest.
We give compliments,
We laugh a lot,
We make mistakes,
We have big dreams,
We are peaceful,
We work hard,
we are a family”.
Finally, the big day was celebrated in our campus with the

acknowledgment from the students. Students of Primrose were
excited to bring out to light their love and gratitude for their
teachers through various mode of entertainment. I respect the
love, affection and gratitude shown by kids towards the
teachers. As a teacher I gain more strength, energy and
motivation when I meet my children every day. I wish all my
teachers A Happy Teachers’ Day and would like to thank them
for standing by me through this noble journey to provide the
children the best for their future.

Kalakar's Korner

Miracle Raj
Gr II A

Vaidehi
Gr V B

Pratyush Prabhakar
Gr VII

Kirthana
Gr III A

Charan Velavan
Gr IX

Arya Srinivasan
Gr IX

Aryan
Gr V B

Kannan
Gr IV B

Sruti
Gr IV A

Vaidehi and Kathy
Gr V A

Ophira
Gr IV A

Madhan
Gr III B

Teacher’s Day Celebration
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Hierarchy of seven orders

Kindergarten Project Day
Being an enthusiastic and
devoted educationalist and
a supporter Primrose is
persistent in expanding
school capacity for
development

We all share the same mission
– nurturing our young people
and bringing out the best in
them. Students with different
aptitudes, abilities and
interests will be able to
exploit their potentials to the
full.
Our vision is to nurture a
generation of young people
who are self-motivated,
who have creative thinking,
good communication skills,
a strong sense of
commitment and a solid
foundation for lifelong
learning.

